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Background: Respiratory pathogens are a
leading cause of hospital admission and
traditional detection methods are time con-
suming and insensitive. Multiplex molecu-
lar detection methods have recently been
investigated in hope of replacing these tra-
ditional techniques with rapid panel-based
testing. Objectives: This study evaluated
the FilmArray R© Respiratory Panel ([FARP],
Idaho Technology Inc., Salt Lake City, UT)
as a replacement for direct fluorescent an-
tibody (DFA) testing in a pediatric hospital.
Methods: Eleven of the 21 FARP analytes
(Adenovirus, Bordetella pertussis, human
Metapneumovirus, Influenza A, Influenza A
H1N1 2009, Influenza B, Parainfluenza [1,
2, & 3], Respiratory Syncytial Virus, and
rhinovirus) were evaluated using nasopha-
ryngeal specimens. Positive samples were
pooled in groups of 5. Samples identified
by reference methods as positive for respi-
ratory pathogens were used for the major-
ity of positive samples. DFA was the refer-

ence method for ten analytes; LuminexTM

xTAG Respiratory Virus Panel (RVP) was
the reference method for rhinovirus. Dis-
crepant results were resolved by posi-
tive culture and fluorescent antibody stain
and/or laboratory-developed real-time poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) assays (LDT).
Results: The agreement for most analytes
was in concordance with the established ref-
erence methods with the exception of Aden-
ovirus. Additionally, the FARP detected sev-
eral pathogens not previously detected by
DFA, and most were confirmed by LDT.
Several DFA-positive analytes were con-
firmed as true-negatives by the FARP and
LDT. Conclusion: FARP overall performed
better than DFA with the exception of Aden-
ovirus, making the FARP an attractive alter-
native to laboratories looking to replace DFA
with a rapid, user-friendly, multiplex molec-
ular assay. J. Clin. Lab. Anal. 27:148–154,
2013. C© 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Respiratory infections represent a leading cause of
acute hospital admission and often lead to serious
complications in patients with chronic immunomodula-
tory conditions. In the general population, pediatric and
elderly patients are particularly at risk for these infec-
tions and complications. Historically, culture and detec-
tion by direct fluorescence antibody staining and ELISA
have been the traditional method for diagnosis of respi-
ratory infections. Culture for many organisms is notori-
ously insensitive due to fastidious growth requirements,
and DFAs and ELISA are labor-intensive and insensi-
tive due to low-level infections that fall below the prac-
tical sensitivity of these methodologies. DFAs are also
subject to technical error and subjective/inconsistent re-
sult interpretation. Each of these methodologies has also
been shown to be less sensitive than polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)-based detection methods for viral respi-
ratory pathogens (1–7). Additionally, influenza A & B
and RSV can be rapidly tested using chromatographic
immunoaasays in the ambulatory care setting; however,
the influenza assays in particular have displayed unac-
ceptable sensitivities (8, 9). Taken together, these various
limitations can lead to a delay in or lack of pathogen
identification, as well as inappropriate use of antimicro-
bial therapy (10).

Molecular platforms capable of detecting respiratory
pathogens are currently available as cleared by FDA and
laboratory-developed PCR assays. Unfortunately, these
technologies typically require advanced molecular exper-
tise and often target only one pathogen in a labor-intensive
assay (11). The FARP from Idaho Technology Inc. al-
lows simultaneous detection of respiratory pathogens in a
single, user-friendly pouch format. This technology com-
bines extraction and purification of nucleic acid, nested,
and real-time PCR, with fluorescence-based automated
reporting in a single pouch. The closed assay format and
limited hands-on time drastically reduce the chances for
contamination. The assay provides routine microbiology
laboratories with the tools to perform panel-based molec-
ular detection of respiratory pathogens, a function typ-
ically limited to reference laboratories or large hospital
systems. This comparison study serves as an independent
evaluation for laboratories interested in the FARP as a
candidate to replace viral DFA stains.

This study aimed to evaluate selected analytes of the
FARP for use in a clinical laboratory using nasopharyn-
geal samples from an exclusively pediatric population.
This study investigated the performance of 11 analytes
(Adenovirus [Adeno], Respiratory Syncytial Virus [RSV],
human Metapneumovirus [hMPV], Influenza A [FluA],
Influenza A H1N1 2009 pandemic [2009 FluA H1N1],
Influenza B [FluB], Rhinovirus [Rhino], Parainfluenza 1

TABLE 1. Total Specimens Tested for Each Analyte by FARP
and Reference Methods Including the Specific Breakdown of Pos-
itive Specimens

Specimens tested

Reference method positive Reference method
Analyte total (clinical/spiked) negative

Adeno 39 (21/18) 30
Bpert 30 (1/29) 60
FluA 61 (29/32) 60
2009 FluA H1N1 30 (30/0) 30
FluB 41 (19/22) 30
hMPV 30 (30/0) 30
Para1 30 (30/0) 30
Para2 42 (21/21) 30
Para3 30 (30/0) 30
Rhino 30 (30/0) 10
RSV 30 (30/0) 30
Total 393 (271/122) 370

[Para1], Parainfluenza 2 [Para2], Parainfluenza 3 [Para3],
and Bordetella pertussis [Bpert]), using a pre-FDA ap-
proved version of the assay that also included Bocavirus.
The goal was to evaluate this assay’s performance as a
candidate to replace traditional culture/DFA-based lab-
oratory techniques employed by many potential users of
the FARP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens

Nasopharyngeal aspirates in M4 transport media previ-
ously tested by DFA at Primary Children’s Medical Center
(Salt Lake City, UT) or DFA and RVP ([specifically for
rhinovirus], Intermountain Central Laboratory, Murray,
UT) were analyzed for this validation study in accordance
with our institutional review board. The FDA approved
specimen type for the FARP is nasopharyngeal swabs,
which were not utilized at our institution for pediatrics.
Specimens were obtained from children between the ages
of 0–19 years. The clinical specimens were initially tested
by DFA, and negative specimens were then reflexed to
RVP for further testing. Thirty positive and 30 negative
clinical samples were selected for testing. To obtain a min-
imum of 30 positive samples for analytes with limited clin-
ical isolates, a subset of cultured organisms were spiked
into previously frozen clinical nasopharyngeal specimens
and screened by fluorescent antibody after the initial cul-
ture. The virally infected cells used for spiking were used
at approximate densities of that seen in clinical positive
DFAs. A total of 393 positive and 370 negative spec-
imens were tested. The specific breakdown of samples
tested is listed in Table 1. Most primary patient specimens
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were frozen at –70◦C for 1–3 years; however, four fresh
specimens were included in the study on the day of DFA
testing. FluA specimens were chosen from a distribution
of three consecutive flu seasons.

FilmArray R© & Run set-up

The FilmArray R© platform and respiratory panels used
in this study were identical to the platform evaluated for
the FDA submission. The software from the pre-FDA
approved system reported the results of all analytes tested,
whereas the FDA approved panel will release the results
of all analytes except Bocavirus.

Each FilmArray R© machine can analyze one pouch at
a time and in order to maximize efficiency and minimize
cost, analytes were pooled in groups of five unique ana-
lytes per run. The pooled sample of 325 μl was injected
into the FARP pouch for analysis. Extraction, amplifica-
tion, detection, and analysis were completely automated
within the pouch. Results for the assay were only pro-
vided by the software if the quality control reactions were
appropriately detected. Each pouch included internal run
controls for both the primary amplification and the ana-
lyte specific amplification stages. All set up was performed
in a biosafety cabinet.

Discrepant Analysis

Discrepant results were resolved by culture with
fluorescent antibody stain and/or LDT. For FARP
false-negative results (excluding Rhino), culture positive
results were considered for discrepant analysis and nega-
tive culture was subsequently interrogated by LDT. The
schematic algorithm for discrepant resolution is shown in
Figure 1. LDT assays were performed at Associated Re-
gional and University Pathologists (ARUP) Laboratories
(Salt Lake City, UT). LDT for FluA, FluB, and RSV were
performed as a multiplex assay. The remaining analytes
were performed as singleplex reactions. Nucleic acids for
these LDTs were obtained by extracting 220 μl on the Qia-
gen BioRobot 9604 per the established procedure. Resolu-
tion was achieved when culture with fluorescent antibody
stain, and/or PCR results correlated to either the initial
DFA/RVP result or the FARP result.

Limit of Detection Determination

Clinical samples from each cohort of analytes were
quantified by ARUP Laboratories using standard curves
generated with log dilutions of plasmids or genomic DNA
(Bpert and Adeno group C) or RNA transcripts (RNA
viruses). Serial five-fold dilutions of the quantified clini-
cal samples were then prepared in M4 media and pooled
in groups of four analytes. For determination of the limit

of detection (LoD), specimens were refrigerated at 4–6◦C
for less than 7 days before testing by LDT. The LoD was
determined and the theoretical concentration (copies/ml)
was calculated for each dilution.

Reproducibility and Analytical Specificity

Each analyte was tested four times on a single day in
three concentrations: 3X LoD, 1X LoD, and LoD/10.
The samples were run four times over 5 days. The ana-
lytical specificity of the assay was determined by spiking
cultured organisms into M4 transport media and running
the samples in the absence of analytes targeted by the
FARP.

RESULTS

The positive and negative percent agreements for each
analyte were established for the FARP (Table 2). Agree-
ment of 95% versus the current laboratory methods of
DFA or RVP (rhinovirus only) was desired for the purpose
of effectively replacing DFA methods. Several of the ana-
lytes had 100% agreement in the initial phase of the val-
idation including: Bpert, FluA, and hMPV. The remain-
ing analytes required further investigation by culture with
fluorescent antibody and/or LDT to resolve discrepant
results. Several samples were resolved by culture and fluo-
rescent antibody stain and did not require PCR analysis.
However, because the specimens were stored in a –70◦C
freezer, negative culture could not be considered absolute
resolution. These samples were then resolved by LDT in-
terrogation. After reanalysis, each discrepant sample for
Para2 and FluB was resolved to complete agreement be-
tween the two methods (Table 2). For the remaining ana-
lytes, all but Adeno, 2009 FluA H1N1, and Para1 attained
greater than 95% positive and negative agreement versus
DFA (Table 2). The positive percent agreement for Adeno
fell below 83%, while Para1 was 94%.

The pooled specimens were intended to contain five
analytes; however, seven analytes were detected in sev-
eral pools. For these pools, each individual specimen was
interrogated individually on the FARP to confirm these
identifications. Each sample was also confirmed by LDT,
and it was determined that there were in fact seven distinct
analytes present; two deemed “unexpected positive.” Sev-
eral other analytes were detected that were not part of the
evaluation, and therefore were not resolved (Bocavirus n
= 16, Coronavirus n = 6, Parainfluenza 4 n = 2, Chlamy-
dophila pneumoniae n = 1).

The LoD for each analyte was determined for the FARP
using LDTs. Each LoD sample was quantified by real-
time PCR and the analyte concentration was determined
(Table 3). The dilution series was also tested by LDT to
compare the LoD of the LDTs to the FARP. The LDT
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Fig. 1. Schematic flow chart for specimen preparation, testing, and discrepant analysis.

LoD values were consistently lower than the FARP with
the exception of RSV. Because the LDT LoD for RSV
exceeded the value originally established for that assay
by greater than 1 log, sequencing of the target region of
the test virus was performed to check for polymorphisms
potentially affecting PCR efficiency (12). Sequencing re-
vealed two previously undescribed polymorphisms that
likely account for this difference. These results are consis-
tent with LDT and FARP having comparably low LoDs
for RSV strains not containing these polymorphisms.
Two analytes with comparatively high LoD values on the
FARP (Adeno and Bpert) were interrogated individually
to determine whether the pooling of analytes had any neg-
ative effect on the LoD values. Neither analyte showed a
change in LoD values when assayed individually on the
FARP.

The FARP performed well in reproducibility studies.
Each analyte was detected consistently at the LoD and
at three times the LoD. As would be expected, the ana-
lytes showed varying performance for samples diluted to
1/10 the LoD. The LoD determination studies also pro-
vided additional reproducibility data since each sample
was detected in triplicate on a single day at the established
LoD.

To challenge the analytical specificity of the FARP, cul-
tured organisms were spiked in M4 media and interro-
gated on the FARP. The organisms were chosen based
on their potential to be encountered in the nasopharyx.

None of the tested organisms cross reacted on the FARP
including Candida albicans, Streptococcus pneumoniae,
Streptococcus pyogenes, Haemophilus influenzae type B,
Staphylococcus aureus (methicillin resistant), Moraxella
catarrhalis, Aspergillus sp., and Bordetella bronchiseptica.

DISCUSSION

Panel-testing for respiratory pathogens is currently
achieved by DFA in many laboratories; however, this
is neither rapid nor sensitive for many of the suspected
pathogens. As a result, industry efforts toward developing
rapid, sensitive, panel-based molecular diagnostics for res-
piratory pathogens have been aggressively pursued in re-
cent years, and many are now commercially available (11).
One such assay, the LuminexTM xTAG RVP, was shown
to be a cost effective option for respiratory pathogen de-
tection and its use resulted in shorter hospital stays over-
all in Canadian hospitals (13). This technology however
is labor-intensive and requires proficiency in molecular
techniques as well as a dedicated amplicon room. For lab-
oratories unable to practically adopt a complex multiplex
assay, but interested in replacing viral DFA with molecu-
lar multiplex testing, the FARP is an attractive alternative.
The major advantages to this system are the fully enclosed
platform and the overall simplicity of the setup and per-
formance. A separate molecular work area and molecular
expertise are not required as a result of these attributes.
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TABLE 2. Analyte-Specific Results and Agreement Values (Positive Percent and Negative Percent Agreement) for 11 Tested Analytes
Before and After Resolution of Discrepant Specimens

Positive Negative
Analyte Dataset FARP+/REF+ FARP+/REF– FARP–/REF+ FARP–/REF– agreement (%) agreement (%)

Adeno Initial 32 1 7 29 82 97
– Resolved 33 0 7 29 83 100
– – – – – – – –
Bpert No further analysis 30 0 0 60 100 100
– – – – – – – –
FluA No further analysis 61 0 0 60 100 100
– – – – – – – –
2009 FluA H1N1 Initial 28 0 2 30 93 100
– Resolved 28 0 2 30 93 100
– – – – – – – –
FluB Initial 30 0 11 30 73 100
– Resolved* 30 0 0 38 100 100
– – – – – – – –
hMPV No further analysis 30 0 0 30 100 100
– – – – – – – –
Para1 Initial 27 1 3 29 90 97
– Resolved 30 0 2 28 94 100
– – – – – – – –
Para2 Initial 31 0 11 30 74 100
– Resolved* 31 0 0 37 100 100
– – – – – – – –
Para3 Initial 29 3 1 27 97 90
– Resolved 31 1 0 28 100 97
– – – – – – – –
Rhino Initial 29 0 1 10 97 100
– Resolved 29 0 1 10 97 100
– – – – – – – –
-RSV Initial 30 1 0 29 100 97
– Resolved 30 1 0 29 100 97

REF, Reference method (DFA or LuminexTM xTAG RVP [Rhino only]).
a) Four specimens for Para2 and three specimens for FluB could not be resolved due to the lack of specimen or the lack of consensus between three
methodologies (LDT, FARP, and culture with fluorescent antibody stain).

Several recent studies have compared the FARP head-to
-head with other real-time PCR platforms for overall
agreement, and one study performed a clinical compari-
son in real-time for immunocompromised patients; how-
ever, this study provides a fully resolved comparison to
DFA, the methodology likely to be displaced by FARP
in most clinical laboratories adopting this technology
(14–17).

The FARP performed very well overall in this compari-
son study for all of the parameters tested. In fact, most of
our agreement values were greater than those reported by
Idaho Technology Inc (18). Consistent with the findings
of Rand et al., less than 2% of our runs failed, despite
running the machines almost 24 h at a time; making the
platform very robust for testing in the urgent care setting
(16). Several of these failures were due to malfunction
of one FilmArray R© machine that was replaced without
further failures. After resolution of the discrepant sub-
set, many analytes were 100% in concordance with DFA
results. The majority of unexpected negatives were re-

solved as “true negatives” by LDT, misinterpreted DFAs,
or clerical errors in the freezer database. For many of the
discrepant samples, the FARP detected unexpected pos-
itives that were not previously detected by DFA. Most
unexpected positive results were verified by LDT, making
the FARP a more favorable assay for all analytes except
Adeno. There were three unexpected positive analytes de-
tected in the Rhino-positive specimen cohort that are not
reflected in the calculations in Tables 2 and 3 since the
reference method for these other analytes (DFA) was neg-
ative during patient testing. Because the specimens were
negative by DFA, they were reflexed to RVP testing; how-
ever, the RVP detected Adeno in two samples and 2009
H1N1 in one sample, none of which were detected by
FARP. LDTs confirmed the presence of all three analytes.
The concentration of virus in the 2009 H1N1 specimen
was close to the calculated LoD of the FARP, which likely
explains why this specimen was not detected.

Nine Adeno “false negatives” were positive by both
DFA/LDT (n = 7) or RVP/LDT (n = 2). This suggests
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TABLE 3. Relative Limit of Detection Values for the FARP and
Laboratory-Developed Real-Time PCR Assays

FilmArray LoD ARUP LoD Log
Organism (Log copies/ml) (Log copies/ml) difference

Adeno 5.78 3.08 2.70
Bpert 5.70 2.30 3.40
FluA 5.44 3.04 2.40
2009 FluA H1N1 6.33 4.63 1.70
FluB 4.89 4.49 0.40
hMPV 5.57 5.18 0.40
Para1 3.76 2.36 1.40
Para2 5.16 4.46 0.70
Para3 4.24 3.94 0.30
Rhino 5.16 2.59 2.57
RSV 2.38 3.99 –1.60

that the FARP may not detect each serotype of Adeno
with equal sensitivity, because several of the specimens
were clearly positive by culture/DFA and measured up
to 2.5 × 1010 copies/ml by the LDT. Though the con-
centration of some samples fell below the FARP LoD
for Adeno, several of the samples were within range of
the established LoD, which further suggests that the tar-
get nucleic acid sequence was not amplified. In fact, the
FARP does not detect all Adeno subtypes (personal com-
munication, Idaho Technology Inc.), a limitation shared
by the RVP (19). However, the agreement values for Adeno
were consistent with those reported by Idaho Technology
Inc. (18). This analyte is troubling in its current perfor-
mance, and we have adopted an algorithm that includes
reflex to Adeno-DFA for all FARP negative specimens to
allow for comprehensive detection of this pathogen. This
approach would be appropriate for laboratories consider-
ing the FARP as a replacement for DFA. Alternatively,
negative specimens could be submitted to a reference lab-
oratory for LDT testing specifically for Adeno, though the
turn-around-time is no longer favorable in this scenario.

Two unresolved specimens were excluded from the FluB
cohort due to a lack of consensus (DFA = FluB, LDT
= FluA, FARP = Negative). There was no evidence of
mislabeling to account for this discrepant result. Six spec-
imens (four Para2, one FluB, and one 2009 FluA H1N1)
were also excluded due to lack of specimen for repeat
culture/fluorescent antibody stain or real-time PCR. For
each of these discrepant results, the initial DFA result was
not confirmed by the FARP. Thirteen samples showed
lack of concordance between DFA or RVP and FARP af-
ter final resolution (Table 2). Two Para1 specimens were
DFA and culture positive upon reanalysis, one Para3 spec-
imen was determined negative by both DFA and LDT,
and one 2009 FluA H1N1 specimen was detected by DFA
and LDT. One unexpected RSV-positive specimen was
not confirmed when the pool and the individual speci-
mens in the pool were tested by LDT. A single Rhino

specimen that tested positive by RVP and LDT was neg-
ative by FARP.

Five FARP LoDs were within approximately 1.5 log of
the LDTs (Table 3). The remaining analytes were greater
than 1.5 log less sensitive than the corresponding LDTs,
with Adeno, Rhino, and Bpert having LoD values over
2.5 log higher than the LDTs. Though these relative dif-
ferences in LoD are striking, the assay was able to detect
positives consistently in our cohort of clinical specimens
with the exception of Adeno. Interestingly, the LoD values
for RSV were comparably low for both LDT and FARP
for viruses lacking polymorphisms in the targeted nucleic
acid. Consistent with this low LoD, the FARP was previ-
ously shown to detect RSV samples that the RVP could
not detect (16). This comparative LoD analysis has not
previously been performed for the FARP, and this infor-
mation provides adopting laboratories with information
on the relative analytical sensitivity of the assay in mea-
sured units that are universally applicable in all molecular
diagnostics.

Specimen pooling proved to be a robust application of
the FARP for evaluation purposes. The run capacity of the
FARP is approximately one pouch per 70 min; therefore,
a significant time and cost investment would be required
to individually evaluate all of the available analytes us-
ing robust sample sizes. We pooled analytes in order to
achieve a high number of positive and negative specimens
as well as test the overall capabilities of the multiplexing
platform for “mixed infections.” Pooling was shown to
have no deleterious effects on the FARPs ability to detect
targeted analytes. As well, pooling did not have a nega-
tive impact on the assay’s LoD for Bpert and Adeno. An
inherent limitation of pooling clinical specimens for eval-
uation purposes is that failure to detect a target analyte
may be masked by an unexpected positive of the same
analyte from another member of that pool. For instance,
if a pool includes FluA, FluB, RSV, Rhino, and hMPV,
the FluB may be undetected in the intended patient pos-
itive; however, another patient could have an unexpected
FluB co-infection (previously undetected) that may be de-
tected. In the final run output, this scenario would not be
appreciated, and could skew agreement statistics. Due to
our high numbers of discrepant samples, we ran multi-
ple pools individually as single specimens for resolution
purposes and only encountered this hypothetical scenario
once with a Rhino specimen. Also, PCR inhibitors that
may be present in a single specimen may be diluted in a
pool, therefore specimens that would normally be missed
may amplify, though this scenario was not documented.

As with any comparison study, the integrity of the spec-
imens included is of utmost importance, however this is
even more pronounced when pooling specimens. Though
it is preferable to utilize patient specimens in order to
maintain the appropriate matrix and clinically realistic
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analyte concentrations, commercially manufactured ana-
lytes may also be considered as a pooled specimen in order
to achieve an appropriate cohort size. Commercially pre-
pared samples are quality controlled, and as a result there
should be little to no discrepant resolution required for the
laboratory; an attractive attribute for laboratories that do
not have access to individual LDTs. As well, rare analytes
or analytes with no readily available reference method can
be validated using commercially prepared analytes. We
chose to use primary specimens from our pediatric pop-
ulation for this study to simulate the condition in which
the assay would be normally operating, as this study also
served as a validation of the FARP as a research use only
assay (preceding FDA approval). As a result, we could not
evaluate nine of the now FDA approved analytes includ-
ing Coronavirus HKU1, Coronavirus NL63, Coronavirus
229E, Coronavirus OC43, Parainfluenza 4, Influenza A
subtypes H1 seasonal and H3, C. pneumonia, and My-
coplasma pneumoniae. We also did not have confirmed
specimens of Bocavirus (non-FDA approved analyte), so
it could not be evaluated, despite having identified this
pathogen in several pools. It should also be noted that
the pre-market version of this platform provided iden-
tifications of “Rhinovirus”, however, the FDA approved
product reports the analyte as “Rhinovirus/Enterovirus.”

The FARP is a powerful multiplex real-time PCR plat-
form that allows any moderately complex laboratory to
perform molecular respiratory pathogen detection in a
short amount of time. This assay could serve as a valuable
tool for clinical decision making in terms of whether to
admit high-risk patients with respiratory symptoms pre-
senting to an emergency department. More importantly,
this report serves as a resource to laboratories interested
in replacing DFA in favor of the FARP by demonstrat-
ing the overall performance of the various analytes with
primarily clinical specimens, as well as providing justifica-
tion for pooling analytes in order to balance time, expense,
and robustness of sample size. Laboratories should con-
sider a backup method for Adeno detection in light of the
suboptimal performance of this analyte.
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